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Abstract
Our aim is to study the early maladaptive schemas and the memory span abilities and to evaluate the relationship between these schemas and the memory
in one side and academic performance in the other side among Moroccan
students. A cross-sectional study is conducted among 212 students, randomly
selected from different institutions of the IBN TOFAIL University, located in
the city of Kenitra (NW of Morocco). Three neurocognitive tests are used: the
short version of the Early Maladaptive Schemas Questionnaire to evaluate the
early maladaptive schemas (EMS), the sub-test of the Wechsler to evaluate the
working memory among these subjects, and a general questionnaire about socio-economic data, nutritional and mental health status and also, academic
performances of each student. The obtained results showed some significant
negative correlations between forward memory span and activated schema,
and significant negative correlations are registered between backward memory span and activated schema. More, thirty-three percent of students passed
the exams of the autumn term against 67% who failed it. Moreover, significant
negative correlations are registered between the schemas and the number of
Units validated in the autumn term. In addition, fifty-three percent of students had a normal forward memory, 47% had an excellent forward memory
and no one had pathological one. However, 63% had a pathological backward
memory span, 28% had normal memory and 9% had an excellent backward
memory. The EMS appeared in connection with the student’s working memory and the academic performance. Deeper investigations are needed to understand this relationship and also to study other possible factors that could
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affect this important neurocognitive function.
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1. Introduction
In general terms, a schema can be defined as a structure, framework, theme, or
pattern of cognitive content [1]. Beck considered that maladaptive schemas reflected deeply rooted patterns of distorted thinking about the world, oneself and
one’s relationship with others [2]. Schemas are considered to be highly generalized, resistant to change and exert a strong influence over cognition, and this
influence is exerted through information processing at the unconscious level [3].
Young and colleagues distinguish between 18 EMSs that are organized in five
domains, which correspond to the frustration of five basic psychological needs
in childhood: secure attachment, autonomy, realistic limits, self-directedness,
and playfulness [4].
Furthermore, the existence of schemas obviates the need to mentally reinvent
the wheel with each new experience, so incoming information can be compared
and filtered [5]. Schemas act as screening templates to determine what is
processed, and thereby distort and bias the understanding of information [6] [7].
Research indicates that information processing is biased in favor of maintaining
the status quo with respect to schema content. For example, according to young
and co-workers, people are relatively better at remembering schema-consistent
information, tend to make errors in a schema-consistent pattern, and interpret
new information to support pre-existing schemas [8].
Early maladaptive schemas may result from a frustration of these basic needs
by interaction between the child’s innate temperament and dysfunctional experiences with parents, siblings, and peers during the first few years of life [9] [10].
Young and co-workers define an early maladaptive schema as: A broad, pervasive theme or pattern; comprised of memories, emotions, cognitions, and bodily sensations; regarding oneself and one’s relationship with others; developed
during childhood or adolescence; elaborated throughout one’s lifetime; dysfunctional to a significant degree [8].
On the other hand, the information passes from the sensory memory into the
working memory (WM), where it is either processed or discarded. The brain
categorizes that information and moves it into long-term memory, where it is
stored in knowledge structures called “schemas”. These organize information
according to how you use it. Therefore, for example, you have schemas for different concepts, and you have behavioural schemas for actions.
The WM must be maintained in its temporary storage of days and cross them.
It is also involved in rules processing, performing calculation, and inhibiting
unnecessary false information. It is also involved in all reasoning tasks such as
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problem solving. So the WM is closely linked to executive functions, it determines the number of variables that can be processed at the same time [11]. It is
also involved increativity, if we define it as the act, which tends to find a presence in absence, but also the act of finding a new solution to a new problem.
Therefore, computational research also showed the important role of working
memory inaction categorization, planning, reasoning, language comprehension
and problem solving. As well, WM is responsible for temporarily maintaining
and manipulating information during cognitive activity [12]. It has been found
to be closely related to a wide range of high-level cognitive abilities such as reasoning, problem-solving, and learning [13]. In addition, WM is related to academic achievement in the domain of reading [14], writing [15], mathematics,
and science [16] [17].
Baddeley and Hitch’s model of WM as a multiple-component system consisting of a phonological loop, a visuo-spatial sketchpad, and a central executive
started the age of decomposing WM into different components [18]. The same
idea is reflected in other WM models that followed. Although researchers differ
in their specifications of WM subsystems, most agree that WM includes multiple
subsystems working together to activate task-related information, maintain activation, and manipulate information during the performance of cognitive tasks
[19]. The evolution of WM models shows that ideas about WM have shifted towards a more dynamic and systematic view. Like Miyake and Shah’s effort to
provide, a synthesized definition of WM, Oberauer and co-workers proposed a
hierarchical model of WM based on factor analysis of 23 WM tasks. In their definition, WM was depicted with two higher-order factors content and function.
Verbal and numerical WM and spatial WM were the two subfactors of the content factor. The first subfactor of function is responsible for the storage, transformation, and coordination of information and the second subfactor combines
supervision and processing speed [20].
Baddeley’s model represents the most extensively investigated theoretical construct of working memory [18] [21]. It is used for active temporary storage and
manipulation of information within the time range of a few seconds, and is an
important component for many higher cognitive functions. Instead of all information going into one single store; there are different systems for different types
of information. It consists of a central executive, which controls and coordinates
the operation of two subsystems: the phonological loop and the visuo-spatial
sketchpad: Central Executive: Drives the whole system, and allocates data to the
subsystems (Visuo-Spatial Sketchpad & phonological loop). It also deals with
cognitive tasks such as mental arithmetic and problem solving; Visuo-Spatial
Sketchpad (inner eye: VSS): Stores and processes information in a visual or spatial form. The VSS is used for navigation; the phonological loop is the part of
working memory that deals with spoken and written material. It can be used to
remember a phone number. It consists of two parts:
 Phonological Store (inner ear)—linked to speech perception Holds information in speech-based form for 1 - 2 seconds.
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 Articulatory control process (inner voice)—linked to speech production.
Used to rehearse and store verbal information from the phonological store.
The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of early maladaptive
schemas on the functioning of the working memory and its capacity, and to verify if the early maladaptive schemas that are activated in the individual may influence his academic performance.

2. Subjects, Materials and Methods
The present research is cross-sectional study, realized during May-June 2013,
among 212 Moroccan students aged between 17 and 21 years. All of them are
students in the first year in different institutions of the IBN TOFAIL University;
Faculty of Sciences (50%), Faculty of Letters & Human Sciences (30%), Faculty
of Law and Economic Sciences (8%) and National School of Applied Sciences
(ENSA) (7%).
Two questionnaires are used in this study; the first one is about the general
status of students, and the second one is the translated short version of early
maladaptive schemas of Young (EMS) [22].
Moreover, the Subtest of Wechsler (Digit Span) WAIS III is used for evaluation of working memory among these students.

2.1. 1st Questionnaire
An investigation by standardized questionnaire includes socio-demographic data of students, academic performances and some questions about nutrition and
mental health status.

2.2. 2nd Questionnaire: Early Maladaptive Schemas for Adult
The questionnaire about EMS of anxiety consists of 65 statements such as: “Nobody really understands me”, which are asked to respond by circling a number
ranging from 1 to 6 (when the number is high then the person considers that the
statement corresponding) (Questionnaire of Schmidt et al., [23], French version
of Rusinek [22].
13 schemas are evaluated:
 Abandonment: Five items on the feeling that appreciates relationships with
others will stop as always.
 Mistrust: Five items related to mistrust towards others.
 Emotional deprivation: five items representing past and present complaint
about the lack of emotional sharing with others, the lack of consideration and
affection.
 Social isolation: five items on the themes of loneliness, rejection of others, inability to invest in social relations.
 Dependence: Five items son the need of others to understand what is happening and performs actions.
 Vulnerability: five items for fear of impending disaster.
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 Insufficient self-control: Seven items linked by easy nervousness, unwillingness to complete the tasks, the refusal to act against his/her will.
 Self-sacrifice: five items on unlimited devotion to others.
 Emotional inhibition: five items related to the inability to express feelings.
 Unrelenting standards: five items whose main themes are the desire of perfection for oneself, inability to be satisfied with actions.
 Incompetence: five items on the theme of belief inability level and lower than
that of other successful.
 Enmeshment; five items on the inability to break away from the opinion and
influence of parents and partners.
 Fear of loss of control: three items son fear to react impulsively and hurt others physically or morally.

2.3. Subtest of Wechsler (WAISIII Digit Span)
There are two parts to the Memory for Digit Span assessment: Digits Forward
and Digits Backward.
Students repeating a list of digits in direct order increase the number of digits
in As: the student listens to and repeats a sequence of numbers told by the interviewer and in the second part, the student listens to a sequence of numbers and
repeats them in reverse order. In both parts, the length of each sequence of
numbers increases as the student correctly responds. We start with two digits.
Then continue with four, then five ... Digits Forward primarily taps short-term
auditory memory while Digits Backward measures the child’s ability to manipulate verbal information while in temporary storage. Miller defined the normal
range for Digit Span forward as a maximum span of 7 ± 2 digits [24].

2.4. Statistical Analysis
The descriptive study is realized using calculation of frequency, and the correlation between the early maladaptive schemas and Digit span and the number of
Units which the student validated in his first year at university, they were evaluated using of the Spearman’s correlation coefficient ρ.

3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of the Sample
3.1.1. Distribution of the Gender, the Age and the
Success in the First Year
The results showed that our simpler is composed of 43% of boys and 57% of girls
(Figure 1). The age of our population is distributed in 3 groups; 50% of students
who are aged between 17 - 19 years, 42% aged between 20 - 22 and 23 - 27 (8%),
(Figure 2).
Figure 3 showed that 33% of students have passed their exam and 67% have
failed on that.
3.1.2. Distribution and Variation of Digit Span Score’s
The graphics show the results of digit span memory distribution in our popula57
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Figure 1. Distribution of students according to gender.

Figure 2. Distribution of students according to age.

Figure 3. Distribution of students who have passed the exams of the
first-year of the university.

tion; 53% of normal and 47% of excellent working memory were registered in
digit span forward test, and 63% of normal,28% excellent and 9% of pathological
memory were registered in digit span backward test (See Table 1, Figure 4 and
Figure 5).
3.1.3. Distribution of Activated and Inactivated EMS
The means presented in the EMS graphics show that some schemas are activated
while others are not: Fear of loss control (4.30 ± 1.38); unrelenting standards
(4.28 ± 1.35); mistrust (3.73 ± 1.30); insufficient self-control (3.59 ± 1.19); Selfsacrifice (3.51 ± 1.20); enmeshment (3.45 ± 1.18) emotional deprivation (3.30 ±
1.31); vulnerability (3.23 ± 1.43); abandonment (3.23 ± 1.36); emotional inhibition (3.09 ± 1.30); incompetence (2.88 ± 1.20); dependence (2.77 ± 1.43); social
isolation (2.55 ± 1.24) (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Working memory: Digit span forward.

Figure 5. Working memory: Digit span backward.

Figure 6. Mean of the 13 early maladaptive schemas with SEM.
Table 1. Mean of digit span forward and backward memory scores.
Mean ± SEM
Digit span forward

9.57 ± 2.4

Digit span backward

6.28 ± 2.7

3.2. Impact of Early Maladaptive Schemas on Working Memory
The correlation showed that EMSs are negatively correlated to the digit span:
Social isolation (r = −0.17; p < 0.05), self-sacrifice (r = −0.17; p < 0.05), abandonment (r = −0.16; p < 0.05), & a negative correlation with the digit span
backward: Emotional deprivation (r = −0.15; p < 0.05) (See Table 2).

3.3. Impact of EMSs in the Academic Performances
There is also a significant correlation between the different schemas and the
academic performances.
A negative correlation is found between the 13 EMS and the number of modules validated in the normal session during the first semester: Incompetence: (r =
−0.14; p < 0.05), emotional deprivation: (r = −0.15; p < 0.05), social isolation: (r
= −0.16; p < 0.05), mistrust: (r = −0.14; p = 0.05), unrelenting standards: (r =
−0.18; p = 0.01), abandonment: (r = −0.16; p < 0.05) (See Table 3).
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Table 2. Correlation study between EMS & digit span.

Incompetence

Emotional deprivation

Social isolation

Insufficient self-control

Mistrust

Self-sacrifice

Unrelenting standards

Abandonment

Enmeshment

Vulnerability

Dependence

Emotional inhibition

Fear of loss control

Digit span forward

Digit span backward

r = 0.06

r = 0.10

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.07

r = 0.09

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.17

r = 0.04

p < 0.05

p > 0.05

r = 0.03

r = −0.11

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

−0.037

r = −0.15

p > 0.05

p < 0.05

r = −0.17

r = −0.05

p < 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.02

r = −0.11

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.16

r = −0.04

p < 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.08

r = −0.09

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.12

r = 0.06

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.13

r = 0.03

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.01

r = 0.06

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

r = −0.01

r = 0.04

p > 0.05

p > 0.05

Table 3. Correlation between EMS & the number of Units validated by students in their
first year of study in university.
The number of Units validated
Incompetence

r = −0.14

p < 0.05
Emotional deprivation

r = −0.15

p < 0.05
Social isolation

r = −0.16

p < 0.05
Insufficient self-control

r = −0.10

p > 0.05
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Continued
Mistrust

r = −0.14

p = 0.05
Self-sacrifice

r = 0.02

p > 0.05
Unrelenting standards

r = −0.18

p = 0.01
Abandonment

r = −0.16

p < 0.05
Enmeshment

r = −0.13

p > 0.05
Vulnerability

r = 0.01

p > 0.05
Dependence

r = −0.02

p > 0.05
Emotional inhibition

r = 0.02

p > 0.05
Fear of loss control

r = −0.11

p > 0.05

4. Discussion
4.1. EMSs and Working Memory
The result of digit span forward memory showed that 53% of the studied samples have a normal memory and 47% have an excellent one. Moreover, regarding
digit span backward memory, 63% of this sample had normal memory, 28% had
an excellent memory, and 9% had a pathological one.
Also, the mean digit span backward values registered in our sample are 6.28 ±
2.7 digits, and the mean digit span forward values are 9.57 ± 2.4. These findings
converged to those found by Miller [24] regarding normal range of digit span
forward (7 ± 2), and they are more important than those found by Black, regarding pathological range of digit span backward 4.0 ± 1.3 [25].
In addition, the present work show also, a correlation between the 13EMSs
and the Digit span memory performance; a negative correlation is registered
between digit span forward and social isolation, abandonment, and negative one
between digit span backward and mistrust. In our knowledge, it is the first research studying this kind of relationship.
On the long form, of early maladaptive schema we generally consider any
score of 3 or more to be meaningful, and on the short form, any score of 2 or
more is usually meaningful.
According to the work of LeDoux, during storage in traumatic events memory, memories are supported by different systems. The conscious part (cognitive)
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memories is supported by systems involving the hippocampus and cortical areas
associated with it (neocortex), while the unconscious part (emotional) would be
supported by the amygdala [26]. The amygdala system is fast and automatic
emotions can therefore occur before cognition. It suffices that the current situation somewhat resembles to the original traumatic situation so as to the conditional emotional response appears (activated Schema).
A number of studies have shown that measures of WM, such as digit span,
correlate modestly with measures of higher level cognitive function, such as IQ
[27] [28], reading [29], and arithmetic skills [30].
The lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) and the parietal cortex (PC) in both hemispheres are consistently shown to be involved in WM tasks. Nevertheless, the
results vary as to what extent the hemispheres are involved in the execution of
the tasks.
As well in Recent research, excitement has been generated by claims that
working memory capacity can be trained [31] [32] [33].
Therefore we understand how the adapted schema initially becomes maladaptive with time, since the person’s response to a non-traumatic situation currently
in the same manner as in the past (if they were traumatic). As the lack of oversight of hazardous stimuli is a basic rule for survival, it seems that emotional
memories stored in the amygdala are indelible. As the lack of over sight for dangerous stimuli, emotional memories are stored in the amygdala is indelible, it is
a fundamental rule for our survival.

4.2. EMSs and Academic Performance
The descriptive statistic shows that our sampler is composed of 43% of boys and
57% of girls but we didn’t focused in the correlation about the effect of the
gender or even the age which is distributed in 3 groups; 50% of students who are
aged between 17 - 19 years, 42% aged between 20 - 22 and 23 - 27 (8%). However, academic performance can be seen in the results of correlation between EMS
and academic performance. EMS show an important influence among the student’s academic performance, the correlation is negative, that means when the
student does not validate all of his academic modules, this is can because behind
the activation of his schemas. Another cognitive and emotional source of academic anxiety is excessive is the fear of the performance and the results that are
expected from academic achievement. Some individuals think that they will
probably get an unsatisfactory result and it could happen at any time, which can
lead to a fear.
A recent study on the EMS and anxiety done in a college in Iran, which shows
the relationship between schemas, and school anxiety which is up to the standards of the individual himself to achieve their goals [34]. With regard to this
study, it seems that the maladaptive scheme of “unrelenting standards” is one of
the sources of the individual's unrelenting attitudes toward him/herself. When
an individual faces a condition in which he/she has to function based on one his/
her unrelenting standards, internal conflicts regarding meeting or not meeting
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these standards can lead to tension and conflict which are the main components
of anxiety [34].
However we didn’t find a negative correlation between academic performance
and EMS’s but we get a mean of vulnerability show that this schemes is active in
our sample , the Iranian study show that the presence of vulnerability and failure
or anticipation of failure can raise the probability of increase in feeling of impaired performance. When the individual is obsessed with these ideas while
studying, vulnerability of self-esteem will increase considerably and internal tension might lead to the stimulation of impaired performance scheme and they can
jointly cause a blend of attritional thoughts and increase the level of pressure and
failure during the process of academic performance. This proves that the work
required for remediation is a work of therapy schemes.

5. Conclusions
We studied the EMSs and their impact on working memory and academic performance of a sample of students from IBN TOFAIL University—Kenitra.
The key findings are listed as follows:
 The results show the impact of EMSs on working memory versus the digit
span: there is a negative correlation on one hand between early maladaptive
schemas and span forward and span backward on the other hand.
 The impact of early maladaptive schema on academic performance
represented by a negative correlation between early maladaptive schemas and
the number of modules validated in the normal session during semester 1.
The schemas that are the most activated are: Fear of loss control, unrelenting
standards, mistrust, and insufficient self-control.
Taken all results together, we conclude that the evaluation of EMSs among
students of the first year is a necessary indicator for preventing failures and
abundant frequently encountered in this category of university students.
These results lead us to propose the establishment of a medico-psychological
Center for psychological care of these students within the University by the
competent authorities. Such monitoring would disable these schemes and prevent deterioration of their mental health and their academic performance as
well.
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